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Goldsmiths’ Researcher Open Access Path* for peer-reviewed items: journal articles/conference proceedings

1. Researcher submits paper to Journal or Conference Proceedings
2. On ‘Acceptance’ author deposits ‘Author Accepted Manuscript’** in GRO [http://research.gold.ac.uk/]
3. GRO staff will check your entry and make public after any specified embargo (if embargo applies)
4. If ‘APC’*** is paid, deposit publisher pdf into GRO

*Goldsmiths has decided to follow the ‘Green’ (free) route to Open Access. Read more in our ‘Statement on Open Access’ [https://research.gold.ac.uk/10343/1/OAstatement20Nov2014.pdf]

**Author Accepted Manuscript is the version after peer review but without publisher formatting or pagination

***Article Processing Charge – No embargo on deposit

Any questions about open access, please contact: openaccess@gold.ac.uk
Technical help with or comments on GRO contact: gro@gold.ac.uk
Further information can be found also be found here: http://eprints.gold.ac.uk/2366/
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